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A scene of tree planting

Social Activities

Forest preservation (FJFS: Maebashi-shi, Gunma Prefecture)

Tree planting (FDTP: Philippines)

FJFS implements the forest conservation activities at the foot of Akagi Mountain, twice 
a year continuously from FY2008, when they concluded the Agreement of Activities for 
Forest Conservation, etc. with Gunma Prefecture and Maebashi-shi.

In January 2022, FJFS received the distinctive achievement award in environmental 
activities from Gunma Prefecture because this activity of long years was evaluated.

FDTP takes part in the support of local schools, environmental conservation activities and 
so on, together with other companies in Laguna Technopark where FDTP runs businesses. 

In FY2022, as part of these activities, they participated in tree planting to restore nature 
which is being lost, in Caliraya-Lumot Watershed where the issue of forest degradation is 
pointed out.

Cutting grasses by a handy sickle

Communication

SDGs training for new employees
We focus on enhancement of employee’s awareness related to SDGs, mainly by 

implementing environmental e-learning annually, which is applied to all the employees.
In FY2023, we also conducted SDGs training as one of the curriculum of trainings for 

new employees, so that from the beginning they are able to do their work, thinking of 
SDGs as their own things.

At the training session, our person in charge of SDGs played a role of the teacher. He 
explained from a summary of SDGs through relation between our activities and SDGs to 
new employees, by using a unique material. At the end, he finished his lecture after 
pointing out the importance of how they can contribute to SDGs through their own work.

Industry-academia collaboration training with Sanjo City University
We have concluded an agreement on industry-

academia collaboration with Sanjo City University 
(Sanjo City, Niigata Prefecture). As part of this 
agreement, we invited students from the university 
for on-site practical exercise at Niigata Plant.

This exercise is to let students go to the workplace 
of a company in the Tsubame Sanjo area and learn 
practical engineering knowledge, technologies and 
ethics by combining hands-on and experience-based 
learning in the company with the learning of theory in 
the university.

At Niigata Plant, students experienced quality 
assurance activities, lectures on product internal 
structures and manufacturing processes, and 
verification work using actual products.

Example of training materials (1)

Commemorative photo

Example of training materials (2)

A scene of the training

We, one by one, promote CSR together with stakeholders, as "Corporate Citizenship" 
at each site and Group company in and outside Japan.

Announcement before the activity
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